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Abstract
Briggs and Remmel [K.S. Briggs, J.B. Remmel, A p, q-analogue of a formula of Frobenius, Electron. J. Combin. 10 (1) (2003)
#R9] defined a p, q-analogue of the hit numbers and showed that they are polynomials in p and q with nonnegative coefficients
for all Ferrers boards. Here we show that there is a natural extension of Dworkin’s statistic ξ [M. Dworkin, An interpretation for
Garsia and Remmel’s q-hit numbers, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 81 (1998) 149–175] so that for Ferrers boards, the p, q-hit numbers
introduced by Briggs and Remmel arise by p, q-counting placements of n nonattacking rooks in the n × n board. Our proofs are
based on different methods than those used by either Dworkin or Haglund [J. Haglund, q-Rook polynomials and matrices over
finite fields, Adv. in Appl. Math. 20 (1998) 450–487]. Our proofs are based on showing that our combinatorial interpretations of
the p, q-hit numbers satisfy certain recursions introduced by Briggs and Remmel.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With N denoting the set of natural numbers, let [a, b] = {n ∈ N : a ≤ n ≤ b} where a, b ∈ N and let [n] denote
the set [1, n]. We say that Bn = [n] × [n] is an n by n array of squares where the columns and rows are labelled from
left to right and from bottom to top respectively. Each square in Bn will be called a cell and we denote the cell in the
column i and row j by (i, j). A board will be a subset of cells in Bn .
Let F(b1, b2, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn denote the board whose column heights from left to right are b1, b2, . . . , bn . We call
F(b1, b2, . . . , bn) a Ferrers board in Bn when 0 ≤ b1 ≤ · · · ≤ bn ≤ n. Note that any number of the column lengths
of B can be zero, but the total number of columns of B ⊆ Bn is n. The number of nonzero columns of B will be called
the width of B, and the height is the length of the longest column of B. The size of the board, denoted |B|, equals
b1 + · · · + bn .
We define a skyline board to be a column-permuted Ferrers board. That is, a skyline board is one which can be
obtained by rearranging the columns of some Ferrers board. As with a Ferrers board, a skyline board is completely
determined by its column heights read from left to right. However, the column heights of a skyline board need not be
weakly increasing from left to right.
E-mail address: kbriggs@ngcsu.edu.
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Given any B ⊆ Bn and integer k, we let Rk,n(B) denote the set of all k element subsets P of B such that no two
elements lie in the same row or column. Such a subset P will be called a placement of nonattacking rooks in B. The
cells in P are considered to contain rooks, so that we call rk,n(B) = |Rk,n(B)| the kth rook number of B. We note that
for any board B ⊆ Bn , r0,n(B) = 1, r1,n(B) = |B|, and if k < 0 or k > n, then rk,n(B) = 0.
Next, to each permutation σ = σ1σ2 . . . σn in the symmetrical group Sn , we identify the placement Pσ as the set of
cells {(1, σ1), (2, σ2), . . . , (n, σn)}. Then, we define Hk,n(B) as the set of all placements Pσ for which |Pσ ⋂ B| = k
and call hk,n(B) = |Hk,n(B)| the kth hit number of B. Riordan and Kaplansky [15] showed that these hit numbers
are fundamentally related to the rook numbers through following polynomial called the hit polynomial of B:
n∑
k=0
rk(B)(n − k)!(x − 1)k =
n∑
k=0
hk,n(B)x
k . (1)
Garsia and Remmel [6] obtained generalizations of the rook numbers and hit numbers by defining a q-analogue
for each. In particular, for any Ferrers board B, they defined the kth q-rook number of B as
rk,n(B, q) =
∑
P∈Rk,n(B)
quB (P),
where each rook in P cancels the cells below it and to the right of it so that uB(P) is the number of uncancelled cells
in B. With the q-analogues of n, n! and ( nk ) respectively defined by [n]q = 1+ q + · · · + qn−1 = (1− qn)/(1− q),[n]q ! = [n]q [n − 1]q · · · [2]q [1]q and[
n
k
]
q
= [n]q ![k]q ![n − k]q ! ,
they also defined the kth q-hit number of B, denoted hk,n(B, q), as the coefficient of xk in
n∑
k=0
hk,n(B, q)x
k =
n∑
k=0
rn−k,n(B, q)[k]q !
n∏
i=k+1
(x − q i ), (2)
called the q-hit polynomial of B. Garsia and Remmel proved that the q-hit polynomial of any Ferrers board B has
nonnegative integer coefficients. In fact, they provided a three part recursion from which the q-hit polynomial of any
Ferrers board could be obtained from that of the empty board. Moreover, they showed that there exists a statistic
dependent upon the placements of the rooks such that the q-hit numbers could be determined directly from the
placements, but they gave no description of such a statistic.
Later, Dworkin [5] and Haglund [9] independently defined the respective statistics ξB(Pσ ) and matB(Pσ ) satisfying
hk,n(B, q) =
∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B)
qξB (Pσ ) =
∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B)
qmatB (Pσ ). (3)
Both ξB(Pσ ) and matB(Pσ ) count the number of uncancelled cells in Bn − Pσ where the cancellation rubric of the
Dworkin and Haglund models are described as follows. For both models, each rook in Pσ cancels all of the cells to
the right and each rook not in the board B cancels all of the cells below it in its column that are not in B. Additionally,
in the Dworkin model, each rook inside B cancels all the cells in its column either below it or above it and outside the
board. For the Haglund model, each rook inside B cancels all the cells above it both inside and outside the board.
While the descriptions of their statistics are similar, the methods of proof employed by Dworkin and Haglund
to show (3) are very different. On one hand, Dworkin used the fact that the statistic ξ is invariant under column
permutations of the board and showed that the algebraic and combinatorial hit numbers of the skyline board satisfied
the same recursion. On the other hand, Haglund used connections between q-rook polynomials and matrices over
finite fields.
Another similarity between the two statistics is that they share the Mahonian property on Ferrers boards. A
permutation statistic stat : Sn → N is called Mahonian when∑
σ∈Sn
qstat(σ ) = [n]q !.
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Fig. 1. P ∈ R2,4(B).
Dworkin proved that the statistic ξB is Mahonian on all skyline boards while Haglung showed that matB induces a
Mahonian statistic only on Ferrers boards.
Further generalizations of the rook numbers, known as p, q-analogues, began to evolve in the 1990’s as a result of
the considerable interest in the properties and combinatorial interpretations of Gould’s q-Stirling numbers [8] and the
p, q-Stirling numbers of the second kind defined recursively by
Sn+1,k(p, q) =
q
k−1Sn,k−1(p, q)+ pn+1[k]p,q Sn,k(p, q) if 0 < k ≤ n
1 if n = k = 0
0 otherwise.
(4)
Here, we note that [n]p,q = pn−1 + pn−2q + · · · + pqn−2 + qn−1 = (pn − qn)/(p − q), [n]p,q ! = [n]p,q [n − 1]p,q
· · · [1]p,q and
[
n
k
]
= [n]p,q ![k]p,q ![n−k]p,q ! respectively denote the p, q-analogues of n, n! and
( n
k
)
, with [0]p,q = 0.
In particular, Wachs and White [17–19] gave bijections between restricted growth functions and rook placements
on staircase boards to show that the p, q-Stirling numbers of the second kind arise as generating functions for the
joint distribution of a pair of statistics on set partitions. In [13,14], de Me´dicis and Leroux used 0, 1-tableaux to give a
combinatorial interpretation to the p, q-Stirling numbers of the first and second kind. An additional interpretation of
the p, q-Stirling numbers using rook placements was provided by Remmel and Wachs [16] who then extended their
interpretation from staircase boards to arbitrary Ferrers boards and defined the p, q-rook numbers as follows.
Suppose that P ∈ Rk,n(B) and let r ∈ P be a rook in the cell (i, j) that rook-cancels those cells in the set
{(a, j) : i < a ≤ n}. Then, the kth p, q-rook number of B is defined by
rk,n(B, p, q) =
∑
P∈Rk,n(B)
qαB (P)+εB (P) pβB (P)−(c1+···+ck ),
where c1, . . . , ck are the labels of the columns containing the rooks of P and where
αB(P) = the number of cells of B which lie above a rook in P but are not rook-cancelled
by any other rook in P,
βB(P) = the number of cells of B which lie below a rook in P but are not rook-cancelled
by any other rook in P,
εB(P) = the number of cells of B which lie in a column with no rook in P and are not rook-cancelled
by any rook in P.
For example, if B = F(1, 3, 4, 4) ⊆ [4] × [4] and P ∈ R2,4(B) is the placement given in Fig. 1, then αB(P) = 1,
βB(P) = 3, εB(P) = 3, c1 = 2, and c2 = 3. As such, the p, q-contribution of P to R2,4(B, p, q) is q4 p−2.
In [2], the author and Remmel defined the p, q-hit polynomial of a board B ⊆ Bn , denoted HB(x, p, q), as
n∑
k=0
hk,n(B, p, q)x
k =
n∑
k=0
rk,n(B, p, q)[n − k]p,q !p
(
k+1
2
)
+k(n−k) n∏
l=n−k+1
(x − ql pn−l), (5)
and called hk,n(B, p, q) the kth p, q-hit number of B. For a Ferrers board B ⊆ Bn , they showed that HB(x, p, q) has
nonnegative integer coefficients using a three term recursion similar to that employed by Garsia and Remmel [6] to
prove the nonnegativity of the q-hit numbers. They further obtained recursions on the p, q-hit numbers from the three
geometrical operations called SHIFT, RAISE, and ADD which we now define.
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The first operation, SHIFT, can only be applied to boards whose first column is empty. In particular, SHIFT replaces
the Ferrers board B = F(0, b2, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn by the Ferrers board←−B = F(b2, . . . , bn−1, n) ⊆ Bn . That is,←−B is
obtained from B by shifting all of the columns of B to the left and adding a column of height n to the right-hand side
of B. The resulting recursion on the p, q-hit numbers from the SHIFT operation is given in the following corollary
from [2].
Corollary 1. Let B = F(0, b2, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn be a Ferrers board. Then for each integer k,
hk,n(
←−
B , p, q) = hk−1,n(B, p, q). (6)
The second operation, RAISE, replaces the Ferrers board B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn with the board B ↑=
F(b1 + 1, . . . , bn + 1) ⊆ Bn when bn < n. The recursion on the p, q-hit numbers which results from the RAISE
operation is given in the next corollary from [2].
Corollary 2. If B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn is a Ferrers board with bn ≤ n − 1, then for each integer k,
hk,n(B↑, p, q) = hk−1,n(B, p, q). (7)
The third operation, ADD, adjoins a column of height zero to the left of the given Ferrers board B =
F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn , so that the resulting board is B+ = F(0, b1, . . . , bn) and is contained in Bn+1. The following
corollary contains the recursion on the p, q-hit numbers resulting from the ADD operation as given in [2].
Corollary 3. Let B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn be a Ferrers board. Then
hk,n+1(B+, p, q) = hk,n(B, p, q)[n − k + 1]p,q + hk+1,n(B, p, q)(pq)n−k[k + 1]p,q . (8)
In addition to these recursions, it was established that the p, q-hit polynomial of the empty board, En = F(0n) ⊆
Bn , has nonnegative integer coefficients. Namely,
Lemma 4. Let n be a natural number. Then,
hk,n(En, p, q) =
{[n]p,q ! k = 0,
0 otherwise.
(9)
Because any Ferrers board B ⊆ Bn can be constructed from some empty board Ek using the operations SHIFT,
RAISE, and ADD, Lemma 4 together with Corollaries 1–3 ensure that the p, q-hit numbers of B as defined in [2] will
be polynomials in p and q with nonnegative integer coefficients. As such, we provide a combinatorial interpretation
to these p, q-hit numbers in the following sections and show that this interpretation satisfies the recursions in (6)–(9).
2. A combinatorial interpretation for the p, q-Hit numbers
In this section, we wish to give a combinatorial interpretation to hn,k(B, p, q). To begin, suppose that B ⊆ Bn
is a skyline board and σ ∈ Sn with corresponding rook placement Pσ ∈ Bn . Let each rook in Pσ ∩ B p, q-cancel
all of the cells in its column which either lie below it or above it and outside of the board. Further, let each rook in
Pσ ∩ BC p, q-cancel all of the cells in its column that lie below it and outside of the board. We will use RB(Pσ ) and
LB(Pσ ) to denote the number of uncancelled cells in Bn − Pσ respectively to the right and left of a rook and define
h˜k,n(B, p, q) by
h˜k,n(B, p, q) =
∑
σ∈Sn|Pσ∩B|=k
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ ). (10)
Note that L as defined here is the same ξ as in [5], so that h˜(B, 1, q) is the q-hit number defined by Dworkin.
For example, consider the board B = F(0, 2, 3, 3, 5, 6, 6, 7) ⊆ B8, and permutation σ = 4 1 2 8 3 6 7 5 ∈ S8. As
seen in Fig. 2, RB(Pσ ) = 11 and LB(Pσ ) = 9.
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Fig. 2. The p, q-cancellation for the hit numbers.
In the following sections, we will show that h˜k,n(B, p, q) gives a combinatorial interpretation for the p, q-hit
numbers as defined by (5) when B is a Ferrers board. We will do this by showing that h˜k,n(B, p, q) satisfies the
recursions in (6)–(8). We first prove that the statistics R and L are Mahonian on the empty board. Consequently, this
implies the following lemma:
Lemma 5. For each integer k,
h˜k,n(En, p, q) = hk,n(En, p, q).
Proof. Clearly, Pσ ∈ H0,n(En) for all σ ∈ Sn . Therefore, from (10) it follows that
h˜0,n(En, p, q) =
∑
σ∈Sn
pREn (Pσ )qLEn (Pσ ). (11)
In order to show that h˜0,n(En, p, q) = [n]p,q !, we consider the contribution to the right-hand side of (11) of each
row of En proceeding from top to bottom. For the topmost row, it is easy to see that the contributions to (11) by
placing rooks starting in the leftmost cell and moving to the right are respectively pn−1, pn−2q, . . . , qn−1. That is,
the contribution to (11) from row n is [n]p,q . Note that the rook placed in the topmost row will p, q-cancel exactly
one cell in each of the rows below it. Thus, we can apply the same argument to the second row from the top, in which
case there are only n − 1 cells available to place a rook. Thus the contribution to (11) of row n − 1 is [n − 1]p,q .
Again, we see that the rook placed in row n − 1 will p, q-cancel an additional cell in each of the rows below it. Thus,
the contribution of the third row from the top to (11) will be [n − 2]p,q . Continuing in this way, we find,∑
σ∈Sn
pREn (Pσ )qLEn (Pσ ) = [n]p,q !. 
3. The shift operation
We begin this section by showing that when B ⊆ Bn is a skyline board, the joint distribution of the statistics
L and R is invariant under column permutations of the board. Consequently, it will follow that h˜k,n(
←−
B , p, q) =
h˜k−1,n(B, p, q) for each Ferrers board B and integer k.
Theorem 6. Let B ⊆ Bn be a skyline board, and let B ′ be any column permutation of B. Then for each integer k,
h˜k,n(B, p, q) = h˜k,n(B ′, p, q).
Proof. We wish to prove∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B)
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ ) =
∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B′)
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )
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which is equivalent to showing∑
σ∈Sn
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )thB (Pσ ) =
∑
σ∈Sn
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )thB′ (Pσ )
where hB(Pσ ) = |Pσ ∩ B|. Note that to move column i to column 1 requires a finite number of transpositions of two
adjacent columns, namely (i − 1 i), followed by (i − 2 i − 1), . . . , and finally followed by (1 2). We will prove
the case in which B ′ is obtained from B by switching columns i − 1 and i implying the general case by repeated
applications of the theorem.
Let β ∈ Sn . Consider all permutations σ ∈ Sn with σ(1) = β(1), . . . , σ (i − 2) = β(i − 2), σ (i + 1) =
β(i + 1), . . . , σ (n) = β(n). Assuming without loss of generality that β(i − 1) = a and β(i) = b for some
1 ≤ a < b ≤ n, we see that there will be exactly two such permutations,
β1 = β, and
β2 = β(i − 1 i).
Because the set of permutations in Sn can be partitioned into such pairs, it suffices to prove
pRB (Pβ1 )qLB (Pβ1 )thB (Pβ1 ) + pRB (Pβ2 )qLB (Pβ2 )thB (Pβ2 )
= pRB′ (Pβ1 )qLB′ (Pβ1 )thB′ (Pβ1 ) + pRB′ (Pβ2 )qLB′ (Pβ2 )thB′ (Pβ2 ). (12)
Let RB, j (Pβι) be the contribution of column j of Bn to RB(Pβι), LB, j (Pβι) be the contribution of column j of Bn to
LB(Pβι) and let hB, j (Pβι) be the contribution of column j of Bn to hB(Pβι) for ι = 1, 2. Clearly, if j ∈ [n]−{i−1, i},
then
RB, j (Pβ1) = RB, j (Pβ2) = RB′, j (Pβ1) = RB′, j (Pβ2),
LB, j (Pβ1) = LB, j (Pβ2) = LB′, j (Pβ1) = LB′, j (Pβ2), and
hB, j (Pβ1) = hB, j (Pβ2) = hB′, j (Pβ1) = hB′, j (Pβ2).
So by dividing both sides of (12) by
p
∑
j∈[n]−{i−1,i}
RB, j (Pβ1 )
q
∑
j∈[n]−{i−1,i}
LB, j (Pβ1 )
t
∑
j∈[n]−{i−1,i}
hB, j (Pβ1 )
,
we see that it suffices to prove
pRB (Pβ1 )qLB (Pβ1 )thB (Pβ1 ) + pRB (Pβ2 )qLB (Pβ2 )thB (Pβ2 )
= pRB′ (Pβ1 )qLB′ (Pβ1 )thB′ (Pβ1 ) + pRB′ (Pβ2 )qLB′ (Pβ2 )thB′ (Pβ2 ), (13)
where for ι = 1, 2,
RB(Pβι) = RB,i−1(Pβι)+ RB,i (Pβι),
LB(Pβι) = LB,i−1(Pβι)+ LB,i (Pβι), and
hB(pβι) = hB,i−1(Pβι)+ hB,i (Pβι).
Now consider two adjacent cells in columns i−1 and i in any row other than a or b. Note that both cells will either
be to the right of some rook in columns 1, . . . , i − 2, or to the left of some rook in columns i + 1, . . . , n. Let xr , yr ,
and zr respectively denote the number of cells in each of columns i − 1 and i strictly above row b, strictly between
rows a and b, and strictly below row a that are to the right of some rook in columns 1, . . . , i − 2. Similarly, let xl , yl ,
and zl respectively denote the number of cells in each of columns i − 1 and i strictly above row b, strictly between
rows a and b, and strictly below row a that are to the left of some rook in columns i + 1, . . . , n. Further, let ci−1,r
and ci−1,l be the number of cells in column i − 1 of B that are respectively to the right and to the left of some rook in
columns [n] − {i − 1, i} and let ci,r and ci,l be the number of cells in column i of B that are respectively to the right
and to the left of some rook in columns [n] − {i − 1, i}.
Without loss of generality, assume that bi−1 ≤ bi . We must consider six cases depending on the heights bi−1 and
bi . In particular, we have the following six cases as depicted in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Six cases for the heights bi−1 and bi .
Fig. 4. bi−1 ≤ bi < a.
(1) bi−1 ≤ bi < a,
(2) bi−1 < a ≤ bi < b,
(3) bi−1 < a < b ≤ bi ,
(4) a ≤ bi−1 ≤ bi < b,
(5) a ≤ bi−1 < b ≤ bi ,
(6) b ≤ bi−1 ≤ bi .
Fig. 4 shows the placements Pβ1 and Pβ2 with respect to both boards B and B ′ for case 1. It is easy to see that
neither β1 nor β2 hit the boards B and B ′ in columns i − 1 and i . From the figures, we see that with respect to the
board B, the placement Pβ1 yields 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l +1 and 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r uncancelled cells in columns
i − 1 and i that are respectively to the left and to the right of some rook. These cells are outlined in the figures. Thus,
the total contribution of columns i − 1 and i to the p, q-weight of Pβ1 is
p2xr+yr+ci−1,r+ci,r q2xl+yl+ci−1,l+ci,l+1. (14)
Also with respect to B, the total contribution of columns i − 1 and i to the p, q-weight of Pβ2 is
p2xr+yr+ci−1,r+ci,r+1q2xl+yl+ci−1,l+ci,l . (15)
Again from Fig. 4, we find that with respect to B ′, the total contribution of columns i − 1 and i to Pβ1 and Pβ2 are
respectively given by (14) and (15).
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Table 1
Distributions of R, L , and h for Cases 1 and 2
Case 1 Case 2
RB (Pβ1 ) 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r + 1
LB (Pβ1 ) 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l + 1 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l + 1
hB (Pβ1 ) 0 0
RB (Pβ2 ) 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r + 1 xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr
LB (Pβ2 ) 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl
hB (Pβ2 ) 0 1
RB′ (Pβ1 ) 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr
LB′ (Pβ1 ) 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l + 1 xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl
hB′ (Pβ1 ) 0 1
RB′ (Pβ2 ) 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r + 1 2xr + yr + ci−1,r + ci,r + 1
LB′ (Pβ2 ) 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l 2xl + yl + ci−1,l + ci,l + 1
hB′ (Pβ2 ) 0 0
The same sort of analysis can be used in cases 2 through 6. The distributions of R, L , and h are given in Tables 1,
2 and 3 for each of the six cases.
From Table 1, we find that in Case 1,∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )thB (Pσ ) = p2xr+yr+ci−1,r+ci,r q2xl+yl+ci−1,l+ci,l+1
+ p2xr+yr+ci−1,r+ci,r+1q2xl+yl+ci−1,l+ci,l
=
∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )thB′ (Pσ ),
and in Case 2,∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )thB (Pσ ) = p2xr+yr+ci−1,r+ci,r+1q2xl+yl+ci−1,l+ci,l+1
+ pxr+ci−1,r+ci,r−zr qxl+ci−1,l+ci,l−zl t
=
∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )thB′ (Pσ ).
From Table 2, we find that in both Cases 3 and 4,∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )thB (Pσ ) = pxr+ci−1,r+ci,r−zr qxl+ci−1,l+ci,l−zl+1t + pxr+ci−1,r+ci,r−zr+1qxl+ci−1,l+ci,l−zl t
=
∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )thB′ (Pσ ).
Finally, from Table 3 we see that in Case 5,∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )thB (Pσ ) = pci−1,r+ci,r−yr−2zr qci−1,l+ci,l−yl−2zl t2
+ pxr+ci−1,r+ci,r−zr+1qxl+ci−1,l+ci,l−zl+1t
=
∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )thB′ (Pσ ),
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Table 2
Distributions of R, L , and h for Cases 3 and 4
Case 3 Case 4
RB (Pβ1 ) xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr + 1
LB (Pβ1 ) xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl + 1 xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl
hB (Pβ1 ) 1 1
RB (Pβ2 ) xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr + 1 xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr
LB (Pβ2 ) xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl + 1
hB (Pβ2 ) 1 1
RB′ (Pβ1 ) xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr + 1
LB′ (Pβ1 ) xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl + 1 xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl
hB′ (Pβ1 ) 1 1
RB′ (Pβ2 ) xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr + 1 xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr
LB′ (Pβ2 ) xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl + 1
hB′ (Pβ2 ) 1 1
Table 3
Distributions of R, L , and h for Cases 5 and 6
Case 5 Case 6
RB (Pβ1 ) ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr
LB (Pβ1 ) ci−1,l + ci,l − yl − 2zl ci−1,l + ci,l − yl − 2zl + 1
hB (Pβ1 ) 2 2
RB (Pβ2 ) xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr + 1 ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr + 1
LB (Pβ2 ) xl + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl + 1 ci−1,l + ci,l − yl − 2zl
hB (Pβ2 ) 1 2
RB′ (Pβ1 ) xr + ci−1,r + ci,r − zr + 1 ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr
LB′ (Pβ1 ) xr + ci−1,l + ci,l − zl + 1 ci−1,l + ci,l − yl − 2zl + 1
hB′ (Pβ1 ) 1 2
RB′ (Pβ2 ) ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr + 1
LB′ (Pβ2 ) ci−1,r + ci,r − yr − 2zr ci−1,l + ci,l − yl − 2zl
hB′ (Pβ2 ) 2 2
and in Case 6,∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )thB (Pσ ) = pci−1,r+ci,r−yr−2zr qci−1,l+ci,l−yl−2zl+1t2
+ pxr+ci−1,r+ci,r−zr+1qxl+ci−1,l+ci,l−zl t2
=
∑
σ∈{β1,β2}
pRB′ (Pσ )qLB′ (Pσ )thB′ (Pσ ). 
Corollary 7. Let B = F(0, b2, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn be a Ferrers board. Then for each integer k,
h˜k,n(
←−
B , p, q) = h˜k−1,n(B, p, q). (16)
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Fig. 5. The bijective map between Hk−1,n(B) and Hk,n(B↑).
Proof. We first note that h˜k−1,n(B, p, q) = h˜k,n(F(n, b2, . . . , bn), p, q). This follows from the fact that the p, q-
cancellation of an empty column in Bn is the same as the p, q-cancellation of a full column in Bn . Thus, Theorem 6
yields that h˜k,n(F(n, b2, . . . , bn), p, q) = h˜k,n(F(b2, . . . , bn, n), p, q) = h˜k,n(←−B , p, q). 
4. The raise operation
In this section, we give a combinatorial proof to the recursion yielded by the RAISE operation. Namely,
Theorem 8. If B = F(b1, . . . , bn) is a Ferrers board with bn ≤ n − 1, then for each integer k,
h˜k,n(B↑, p, q) = h˜k−1,n(B, p, q). (17)
Proof. Suppose Pσ ∈ Hk−1,n(B). Let Pσ ↑ be the placement obtained from Pσ by shifting each rook in rows
1, . . . , n − 1 up one cell and by moving the rook in row n down to the cell in row 1. As an example, Pσ ∈
H3,6(F(1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 5)) and Pσ↑∈ H4,6(F(2, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6)) are illustrated in Fig. 5.
Since each column height is increased by one in B↑, the contribution of rows 1, . . . , n− 1 to |Pσ ∩ B| is the same
as the contribution of rows 2, . . . , n to |Pσ↑ ∩B ↑ |. Moreover, since B is a Ferrers board and since bn ≤ n − 1, the
rook originally in row n of Bn is not contained in the board B. Further, since all of the cells in row 1 of Bn are in the
board B↑, the rook in row 1 of B↑ is in the board B↑. Thus, hB(Pσ )+ 1 = hB↑(Pσ↑).
Define the map f : Hk−1,n(B) → Hk,n(B ↑) by f (Pσ ) = Pσ ↑. We claim that f is a p, q-weight preserving
bijection between placements in Hk−1,n(B) and Hk,n(B↑). Clearly, f is a bijection since the process described above
is reversible. In addition, we will prove that
pRB↑(Pσ↑)qLB↑(Pσ↑) = pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )
by showing that each cell (i, j) relative to B has the same p, q-weight as the cell (i, j+1) relative to B↑ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and 1 ≤ j < n and by showing that each cell (i, n) relative to B has the same p, q-weight as the cell (i, 1) relative to
B↑ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
First, it is not difficult to see that the p, q-cancellation in rows 1, . . . , n − 1 of B is exactly the same as the p, q-
cancellation in rows 2, . . . , n of B↑. This follows since the relative positions of the n − 1 rooks in rows 1, . . . , n − 1
to B are the same relative positions of the n − 1 rooks in rows 2, . . . , n to B↑.
Next, let ri denote the rook in Pσ in the i th column of Bn for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Suppose an uncancelled cell (i, n) 6∈ B
is to the left or to the right of some rook in row n of Pσ . Since (i, n) is uncancelled, the rook ri below it must be
outside the board. The corresponding cell (i, 1) ∈ B ↑ is respectively to the left or right of the rook in row 1 of B ↑,
but is now below the rook ri outside of B ↑. Hence (i, 1) will be uncancelled as well. Similarly, suppose that the cell
(i, n) 6∈ B is p, q-cancelled relative to B. Then the rook ri below (i, n)must be inside the board B. The corresponding
cell (i, 1) ∈ B↑ is now below ri and thus will also be p, q-cancelled relative to B↑. 
5. The add operation
In this section, we give a combinatorial proof to the recursion yielded by the ADD operation. That is, we will
prove that when B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn is a Ferrers board and B+ = F(0, b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn+1, then for integers
0 ≤ k ≤ n,
h˜k,n+1(B+, p, q) = h˜k,n(B, p, q)[n − k + 1]p,q + h˜k+1,n(B, p, q)(pq)n−k[k + 1]p,q . (18)
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the switching algorithm.
Note that h˜n+1,n+1(B+, p, q) = hn+1,n+1(B+, p, q) = 0. In order to prove the recursion in (18), we will show that
each placement in Hk,n+1(B+) can be obtained from some placement in either Hk,n(B) or Hk+1,n(B) through one of
two processes which we call the Switching and Bumping Algorithms.
5.1. Description of the switching algorithm
The idea behind the Switching Algorithm is to show through a sequence of rook “switches” that there is an
(n−k+1)-to-one correspondence between placements in Hk,n+1(B+) and those in Hk,n(B). Moreover, in comparing
the p, q-weights of the placements in this correspondence, we will derive the term h˜k,n(B, p, q)[n− k + 1]p,q on the
right-hand side of (18).
In what follows, let BC and (B+)C respectively denote the boards Bn − B and Bn+1 − B+. Let Pσ ∈ Hk,n(B)
and suppose that the rooks in Pσ ∩ BC are in cells (iout1 , jout1 ), (iout2 , jout2 ), . . . , (ioutn−k, joutn−k) from left to right, and the
rooks in Pσ ∩B are in the cells (i in1 , j in1 ), (i in2 , j in2 ), . . . , (i ink , j ink ) from left to right. To illustrate this, consider the board
B = F(0, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6) and the placement Pσ given in Fig. 6(a). Here (iout1 , jout1 ) = (1, 5), (iout2 , jout2 ) = (3, 7),
(iout3 , j
out
3 ) = (5, 6), (iout4 , jout4 ) = (7, 8), (i in1 , j in1 ) = (2, 2), (i in2 , j in2 ) = (4, 4), (i in3 , j in3 ) = (6, 1), (i in4 , j in4 ) = (8, 3).
Now consider the placement P+,1σ ∈ Hk,n+1(B+) with rooks in the cells (1, n + 1), (iout1 + 1, jout1 ), . . . , (ioutn−k
+ 1, joutn−k), (i in1 + 1, j in1 ), . . . , (i ink + 1, j ink ). As seen in Fig. 6(b), P+,1σ is obtained from Pσ by placing a new rook
in the upper left-hand corner of B+ and shifting each of the original rooks one cell to the right. Clearly, the rook in
(1, n + 1) will p, q-cancel all of the cells below it. Further, there will be exactly n − k uncancelled cells to the right
of the rook in (1, n + 1). It is clear that the p, q-weight of the remainder of the cells in Bn+1 is pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ ), so
that the total p, q-weight of P+,1σ is pn−k+RB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ ).
Now suppose that P+,2σ is the placement obtained from P+,1σ by switching the rook in column 1 with the rook
in column iout1 + 1. That is, P+,2σ is the placement with rooks in the cells (1, jout1 ), (iout1 + 1, n + 1), (iout2 +
1, jout2 ), . . . , (i
out
n−k + 1, joutn−k), (i in1 + 1, j in1 ), . . . , (i ink + 1, j ink ). In our example, P+,2σ is the placement in Fig. 6(c).
Here, the “new rook” has switched column positions with the first rook to its right in (B+)C . In general, we note that
(1, jout1 ) 6∈ B+ and (iout1 + 1, n + 1) 6∈ B+, thus P+,2σ ∈ Hk,n+1(B+). Further, we see that in switching the rooks, we
gain the uncancelled cell (1, n+1)which is to the left of a rook in P+,2σ and we lose the uncanceled cell (iout1 +1, n+1)
from P+,1σ . It is easy to verify that all other p, q-count is preserved in the switching. Thus the total p, q-weight of
P+,2σ is pn−k−1+RB (Pσ )q1+LB (Pσ ).
Likewise, we can let P+,3σ be the placement obtained from P+,2σ by switching the rooks in columns iout1 + 1
and iout2 + 1 (Fig. 6(d) in our example). That is, P+,3σ is the placement with rooks in the cells (1, jout1 ), (iout1 +
1, jout2 ), (i
out
2 +1, n+1), . . . , (ioutn−k+1, joutn−k), (i in1 +1, j in1 ), . . . , (i ink +1, j ink ). It is clear that (iout2 +1, n+1) 6∈ B+ and
(iout1 +1, jout2 ) 6∈ B+ since (iout2 +1, jout2 ) 6∈ B+. Thus P+,3σ ∈ Hk,n+1(B+). Again, we see that we gain the uncancelled
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Fig. 7. First step in “Bumping Algorithm”.
cell (iout1 +1, n+1)which is to the left of a rook in P+,3σ and we lose the uncancelled cell (iout2 +1, n+1) from P+,2σ . As
above, all other p, q-count is preserved in the switching, so the total p, q-weight of P+,3σ is pn−k−2+RB (Pσ )q2+LB (Pσ ).
We can continue in this way with P+,l+1σ ∈ Hk,n+1 being the placement obtained from P+,lσ by switching the
rooks in columns ioutl−1 + 1 and ioutl + 1 for l = 1, . . . , n − k. That is, P+,l+1σ is the placement with rooks in
cells (1, jout1 ), . . . , (i
out
l−1 + 1, joutl ), (ioutl + 1, n + 1), . . . , (ioutn−k + 1, joutn−k), (i in1 + 1, j in1 ), . . ., (i ink + 1, j ink ). Clearly,
(ioutl + 1, n + 1) 6∈ B+ and further (ioutl−1 + 1, joutl ) 6∈ B+ since (ioutl + 1, joutl ) 6∈ B+. With each switch we gain
an uncancelled cell to the left of a rook and lose an uncancelled cell to the right of a rook in P+,lσ , preserving the
p, q-weight elsewhere in the board. We conclude that the total p, q-weight of P+,l+1σ is pn−k−l+RB (Pσ )ql+LB (Pσ ) for
l = 0, . . . , n − k.
So, to each placement Pσ ∈ Hk,n(B) we correspond the n − k + 1 placements P+,1σ , . . . ,P+,n−k+1σ ∈ Hk,n+1(B+)
described above. We note that for any given Pσ ∈ Hk,n(B+), the relative positions of the n−k rooks outside the board
remain the same in all of P+,1σ , . . . ,P+,n−k+1σ . We further note that this switching process is completely reversible.
Thus, no two placements Pσ1 , Pσ2 ∈ Hk,n(B), σ1 6= σ2, could not possibly yield the same placement in Hk,n+1(B+)
by this algorithm. Therefore, the total p, q-weight of the placements P+,1σ , . . . ,P+,n−k+1σ is pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )(pn−k +
pn−k−1q + · · · + pqn−k−1 + qn−k) = pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )[n − k + 1]p,q . Summing over all placements Pσ ∈ Hk,n(B)
yields the first term in the recursion (18).
5.2. Description of the Bumping Algorithm
The idea behind the Bumping Algorithm is to show that there is a (k + 1)-to-one correspondence between
placements in Hk,n+1(B+) and those in Hk+1,n(B) by “bumping” one of the k + 1 rooks in B+ outside the
board. Moreover, in comparing the p, q-weights of the placements in this correspondence, we will derive the term
h˜k+1,n(B, p, q)(pq)n−k[k + 1]p,q on the right-hand side of (18).
To begin, let B = F(b1, . . . , bn) be a Ferrers board and let Pσ ∈ Hk+1,n(B). Label the k + 1 rooks in Pσ ∩ B
from left to right by r1, . . . , rk+1 and suppose for 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1, ri is in the cell (αi , βi ) ∈ Bn . We will obtain
placements Pσ,1, . . . ,Pσ,k+1 ∈ Hk,n+1(B+) by respectively bumping r1, . . . , rk+1 out of B. For some fixed integer
m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k + 1, rm is bumped out of B as follows.
Step 1 We first obtain a placement of n + 1 rooks in Bn+1 by placing a rook in the cell (i + 1, j) ∈ Bn+1 if the
cell (i, j) ∈ B contains a rook of Pσ and by placing a new rook rnew in the cell (αm + 1, n + 1) of Bn+1 as
illustrated in Fig. 7. At the end of step 1, we note that the first column is empty and column αm + 1 contains
two rooks in Bn+1.
Step 2 With two rooks in column αm + 1 in Bn+1, our goal in this second step is to systematically bump the
rooks in B+ to the left. In particular, we “bump” the rook rm from the cell (αm + 1, βm) ∈ B+ to the cell
(αm−1+1, βm) ∈ B+, the rook rm−1 from the cell (αm−1+1, βm−1) ∈ B+ to the cell (αm−2+1, βm−1) ∈ B+,
and the rook rm−2 from the cell (αm−2 + 1, βm−2) ∈ B+ to the cell (αm−3 + 1, βm−2) ∈ B+. We continue
bumping the rooks inside the board to the left as described until we reach either a rook rt , 1 < t ≤ m, for
which βt > bαt−1 or the rook r1. Let
s =
{
1 if r1 is reached,
t otherwise.
In either case, step 2 will terminate with two rooks in column αs + 1 for 1 ≤ s ≤ m. For example, consider
the resulting placement in Fig. 7. According to the algorithm, the rook r3 in (6, 4) will bump to (5, 4) and
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Fig. 8. Second step of the “Bumping Algorithm”.
Fig. 9. Final step of the “Bumping Algorithm”.
Fig. 10. A placement Pσ ∈ H9,12(F(0, 2, 5, 5, 6, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10)).
the rook r2 in (5, 2) will bump to (3, 2). In our example, the second step of the algorithm terminates with r1
in (3, 3) as illustrated in Fig. 8.
Step 3 The goal of the final step of the algorithm is to systematically bump a rook out of B+ and some rook to
column 1 of Bn+1. Suppose that (c1, d1), . . . , (cD, dD) ∈ Bn , 0 ≤ D ≤ n − k − 1, are the cells in BC
from left to right to the left of column αs containing a rook. If D = 0, then rs is bumped into the cell
(1, βs) ∈ Bn+1. However, if D > 0, then rs is bumped out of B+ into the cell (cD + 1, βs) ∈ (B+)C , the
rook that was in (cD + 1, dD) ∈ (B+)C will be bumped to the cell (cD−1 + 1, dD) ∈ (B+)C , the rook that
was in (cD−1 + 1, dD−1) ∈ (B+)C will be bumped to the cell (cD−2 + 1, dD−1) ∈ (B+)C . We continue
bumping the rooks outside the board to the left until the rook that was in cell (c1 + 1, d1) ∈ (B+)C is
bumped to the cell (1, d1) ∈ (B+)C . In either case, the algorithm is terminated when the a rook is bumped
into column 1 of Bn+1, at which point each column contains exactly one rook so that the resulting placement
Pσ,m ∈ Hk,n+1(B+). Fig. 9 illustrates this final step of the algorithm for our example.
To illustrate the effect of this bumping algorithm on the p, q-count of the resulting placement, consider Pσ ∈
H9,12(B) given in Fig. 10. One can check that the p, q-weight of this placement is p23q19. Suppose that we wish to
bump the 6th rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B. Then rnew is placed in (10, 13) ∈ Bn+1, the rook in (10, 6) ∈ B+ will
bump to (9, 6) ∈ B+, the rook in (9, 1) ∈ B+ will bump to (7, 1) ∈ B+, the rook in (7, 8) ∈ B+ will bump to
(6, 8) ∈ Bn+1, the rook in (6, 12) ∈ Bn+1 will bump to (2, 12) ∈ Bn+1, and the rook in (2, 9) ∈ Bn+1 will bump
to (1, 9) ∈ Bn+1. The resulting placement Pσ,6 ∈ H8,13(B+) is given in Fig. 11. One can check that an additional
p, q-count of p9q7 is gained as a result of bumping the sixth rook from the left to hit B. In general, we find that in
bumping the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B, we gain an additional p, q-count of pn−k+m−1qn−m+1 as indicated in
the following theorem.
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Fig. 11. The resulting placement Pσ,6 ∈ H8,13(F(0, 0, 2, 5, 5, 6, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10)).
Fig. 12. The divided board in Bn .
Theorem 9. Suppose B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn is a Ferrers board, Pσ ∈ Hk+1,n(B), and for some 1 ≤ m ≤ k+1, the
bumping algorithm is applied to the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B, with a resulting placement Pσ,m ∈ Hk,n+1(B+).
Then
pRB+ (Pσ,m ) qLB+ (Pσ,m ) thB+ (Pσ,m ) = pRB (Pσ )+n−k+m−1 qLB (Pσ )+n−m+1 thB (Pσ )−1.
Proof. Referring to Fig. 12, suppose the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B is labeled by rstart and suppose rstart is in
column cstart and row ρstart. Weakly to the left of column cstart, there will be exactly m rooks in Pσ ∩ B. Label the
rows to contain these m rooks by ρ1, . . . , ρm from top to bottom. Let rbump be the rook that is bumped to (B+)C and
let cbump be the column in Bn to contain rbump. Suppose there are Ai,r rooks in Pσ ∩ B strictly to the right of column
cstart and strictly between rows ρi and ρi+1 for 1 ≤ i < m and suppose there are Am,r rooks in Pσ ∩ B strictly to the
right of column cstart and strictly below row ρm . Similarly, suppose there are Ai,l rooks in Pσ ∩ BC strictly to the left
of column cbump and strictly between rows ρi and ρi+1 for 1 ≤ i < m and Am,l rooks in Pσ ∩ BC strictly to the left of
column cbump and strictly below row ρm . Now suppose that there are S rooks strictly to the left of column cbump and
strictly above row ρ1. We observe that each of the A1,l , . . . , Am,l and S rooks strictly to the left of column cbump will
be bumped. So, let D = A1,l + · · · + Am,l + S and label the columns in Bn to contain these D rooks by c1, . . . , cD
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Table 4
Notation used in the proof of Theorem 9
Notation Definition
ri i th rook of Pσ ∩ B labelled from left to right
ρi The rows labelled from top to bottom to contain the rooks r1, . . . , rm
rnew “new” rook placed in cell (αm + 1, n + 1) in Bn+1 above rook rm
rstart Rook in cell (cstart, ρstart) of Bn that initiates the bumping process
rbump Rook contained in column cbump of Bn and bumped to (B
+)C
bi Height of the i th column of B
Ai,r # of rooks in Pσ ∩ B strictly to the right of column cstart and strictly between ρi and ρi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
Am,r # of rooks in Pσ ∩ B strictly to the right of column cstart and strictly below ρm
Ai,l # of rooks in Pσ ∩ BC strictly to the left of column cbump and strictly between ρi and ρi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m
Am,l # of rooks in Pσ ∩ BC strictly to the left of column cbump and strictly below ρm
Ar A1,r + · · · + Am,r
Al A1,l + · · · + Am,l
S # of rooks strictly to the left of column cbump and strictly above row ρ1.
D A1 + S
T # of rooks in Pσ ∩ B strictly between columns cbump and cstart
T ′ # of rooks above ρ1 in Pσ ∩ BC strictly between columns cD and cstart in Bn
Ai,n Portion ofR4,n consisting of the rows ρi+1 + 1, ρi+1 + 2, . . . , ρi − 1
Ai,n+1 Portion ofR4,n+1 consisting of the rows ρi+1 + 1, ρi+1 + 2, . . . , ρi − 1
(T − T ′)i # of rooks of Pσ ∩ BC contained in Ai,n (and hence Ai,n+1)
from left to right. Further suppose there are T rooks in Pσ ∩ BC strictly between columns cbump and cstart. Then, as
illustrated in Fig. 12, there will be n− k − 1− D− T rooks in Pσ ∩ BC and k + 1−m − Ar rooks in Pσ ∩ B strictly
to the right of column cstart and strictly above ρ1 where Ar = A1,r + · · · + Am,r and Al = A1,l + · · · + Am,l . Table 4
summarizes the notation defined here and in the remainder of the proof of Theorem 9.
Observe that since rbump moves to the first column to its left to contain a rook in (B+)C , there are no rooks in BC
strictly between columns cD and cbump. Also note that there are no rooks in B weakly to the left of column cstart and
strictly above row ρ1.
We will complete the proof of Theorem of 9 by comparing the p, q-count of the following pairs of regions in Bn
and Bn+1:
Claim 1:
{
R1,n = {(i, j) ∈ Bn | cstart + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
R1,n+1 = {(i, j) ∈ Bn+1 | cstart + 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}
Claim 2:
{
R2,n = {(i, j) ∈ Bn | 1 ≤ i ≤ cD, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
R2,n+1 = {(i, j) ∈ Bn+1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ cD, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}
⋃{
(cD + 1, j) ∈ Bn+1 | j ≤ bcD
}
Claim 3:
{
R3,n = {(i, j) ∈ Bn | cD + 1 ≤ i ≤ cstart, j > ρ1}
R3,n+1 = {(i, j) ∈ Bn+1 | cD + 1 ≤ i ≤ cstart + 1, j > ρ1}
Claim 4:

R4,n = {(i, j) ∈ Bn | cD + 1 ≤ i ≤ cstart, j ≤ ρ1}
R4,n+1 = {(i, j) ∈ Bn+1 | cD + 2 ≤ i ≤ cstart + 1, j ≤ ρ1}⋃{
(cD + 1, j) ∈ Bn+1 | bcD + 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ1
}
.
These regions in their respective boards Bn and Bn+1 are illustrated in Fig. 13.
Claim 1. Compared to R1,n , a factor of pn−k−1−D−T is gained from R1,n+1 in applying the bumping algorithm to
the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B.
Proof of Claim 1. We begin by noting that each of the rooks involved in the bumping process are weakly to the left of
column cstart in Bn and that rooks can only be bumped to the left. It easily follows that the p, q-count ofR1,n will be
the same as the p, q-count ofR1,n+1 except that a factor of p is gained fromR1,n+1 for each of the n−k−1−D−T
uncancelled cells to the right of rnew. 
Claim 2. Compared toR2,n , a factor of qD is gained fromR2,n+1 in applying the bumping algorithm to the mth rook
from the left in Pσ ∩ B.
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Fig. 13. Portions of Bn and Bn+1 considered in Claims 1–4.
Fig. 14. Comparison of columns which contain rooks in Pσ ∩ BC and Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C and are involved in the bumping process.
Proof of Claim 2. Within R2,n , exactly D columns, namely c1, c2, . . . , cD , contain a rook in Pσ ∩ BC . It is clear
from the description of the bumping algorithm, these D rooks will be bumped to columns 1, c1 + 1, . . . , cD−1 + 1 of
R2,n+1 respectively while maintaining their relative row positions (see Fig. 14). Additionally, rbump moves to column
cD + 1 ofR2,n+1.
We will first show that a factor of q is gained from each of the columns 1, c1 + 1, . . . , cD−1 + 1 of R2,n+1 by
comparing their p, q-weight to that of columns c1, c2, . . . , cD in R2,n . Specifically, for 1 ≤ l ≤ D, we define the lth
segmented “column” inR2,n+1 as the set of cells{
(cl + 1, 1), . . . , (cl + 1, bcl ), (cl−1 + 1, bcl + 1), . . . , (cl−1 + 1, n + 1)
}
,
where 0 ≤ bc1 ≤ · · · ≤ bcD ≤ n are the respective heights of columns c1, . . . , cD in B. Fig. 14 illustrates, by varying
degrees of shading, columns c1, c2, . . . , cD in R2,n and their corresponding segmented columns of R2,n+1. Because
the row positions and relative column positions of the D bumped rooks are maintained in the bumping process, it
follows that for 1 ≤ l ≤ D, the p, q-weight of column cl in R2,n is the same as that of the lth segmented column in
R2,n+1, except that a factor of q is gained for the uncancelled cell (cl−1 + 1, n + 1) ofR2,n+1 since it is to the left of
rnew.
The remaining cells in columns 1, c1+1, . . . , cD−1+1 ofR2,n+1 include (ci+1, bci+1+1), . . . , (ci+1, bci+1+1),
where 0 ≤ i ≤ D − 1. As illustrated in Fig. 14, each of these cells is in (B+)C . Moreover, since B is a Ferrers board
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and rooks are bumped to the left, it follows that each of these cells is p, q-cancelled within R2,n+1. It remains to be
seen that the p, q-weights of the columns in R2,n and R2,n+1 with a rook in the respective boards B and B+ are
the same. To see this, note that such columns in R2,n and R2,n+1 contain rooks that are not involved in the bumping
process. Thus, the number of such columns inR2,n andR2,n+1 is the same and the positions of the rooks contained in
these columns relative to B and respectively B+ are the same. Therefore, if a cell (i, j) in R2,n is p, q-cancelled by
such a rook, its corresponding cell (i + 1, j) inR2,n+1 will be p, q-cancelled by the same rook. On the other hand, if
a cell (i, j) in R2,n is weighted by a factor of q , then (i, j) is to the left of the rook in row j which is in B since B is
a Ferrers board. If the rook in row j is not bumped, then clearly the cell (i + 1, j) in R2,n+1 is uncancelled and also
weighted by a factor of q . Otherwise, the rook in row j must bump to a cell to the right of (i, j) since (i, j) is strictly
to the left of column cbump. Hence (i + 1, j) ∈ Bn+1 will also be weighted by a factor of q. Likewise, if a cell (i, j)
inR2,n is weighted by a factor of p, then it must be to the right of the rook in column j and so its corresponding cell
(i + 1, j) in R2,n+1 will also be to the right of the rook in row j regardless of whether or not the rook in row j was
bumped.
This concludes the proof of Claim 2. 
Claim 3. Compared to R3,n , a factor of pSqn−m−D−Ar+T
′+1 is gained from R3,n+1 in applying the bumping
algorithm to the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B, where 0 ≤ T ′ ≤ T is the number of rooks inR3,n .
Proof of Claim 3. First, consider the set of cells in B ∩ R3,n and B+ ∩ R3,n+1. Since no rook of Pσ or Pσ,m are
contained within B ∩R3,n or respectively B+ ∩R3,n+1, no cell in either B ∩R3,n and B+ ∩R3,n+1 will be p, q-
cancelled. Moreover, each cell (i, j) in B ∩ R3,n has the same p, q-weight as its corresponding cell (i + 1, j) in
B+ ∩ R3,n+1 since no rook to the right of these regions are involved in the bumping process and since all bumped
rooks will move to the left.
Next, consider the set of cells in BC ∩R3,n and (B+)C ∩R3,n+1. We begin by noting that none of the T ′ rooks
in R3,n is involved in the bumping process. That is, if one of the T ′ rooks in R3,n is in the cell (i, j), then the same
rook will be in the corresponding cell (i + 1, j) of R3,n+1. Hence, the p, q-cancellation of these T ′ columns will be
the same withinR3,n andR3,n+1.
In addition, we find that each cell (i, j) of BC ∩R3,n which lies above one of the rooks in Pσ ∩ B will be p, q-
cancelled regardless of whether or not the rook is involved in the bumping process. Its corresponding cell (i + 1, j) of
(B+)C ∩R3,n+1 will also lie above a rook in Pσ,m ∩ B+ when cD+1 ≤ i ≤ cstart−1 and below rnew ∈ Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C
when i = cstart. Therefore, each such corresponding cell (i + 1, j) of BC ∩R3,n will be p, q-cancelled.
Those cells ofR3,n+1 not yet considered include (cD+1, ρ1+1), . . . , (cD+1, n+1), (cD+2, n+1), . . . , (cstart+
1, n + 1). First note that each of the cells (cD + 1, ρ1 + 1), . . . , (cD + 1, n + 1) will not be p, q-cancelled since the
rook in column cD+1 of Bn+1 is weakly below row ρ1. As Fig. 12 illustrates, exactly S of them will be to the right of
a rook and n−m−T −D− Ar +T ′+1 will be to the left of a rook yielding a p, q-weight of pSqn−m−T−D−Ar+T ′+1.
Among the remaining cells (cD+2, n+1), . . . , (cstart+1, n+1), there are T which lie above a rook in Pσ,m∩(B+)C .
Because each such cell also lies to the left of rnew, they contribute a p, q-weight of qT . Therefore, a total p, q-weight
of pSqn−m−D−Ar+T ′+1 is gained fromR3,n+1 compared to that ofR3,n . 
Claim 4. Compared to R4,n , a factor of q Ar−T
′
pAl+m+T is gained from R4,n+1 in applying the bumping algorithm
to the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B.
Proof of Claim 4. For each 1 ≤ i < m, let Ai,n and Ai,n+1 respectively denote the portions of R4,n and R4,n+1
consisting of the rows ρi+1 + 1, ρi+1 + 2, . . . , ρi − 1 and let Am,n and Am,n+1 respectively denote the portions of
R4,n and R4,n+1 consisting of the rows 1, 2, . . . , ρm − 1. Further, let (T − T ′)i be the number of the T − T ′ rooks
of Pσ ∩ BC and Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C respectively contained within Ai,n and Ai,n+1. We will first show that a factor of
q Ar+(T−T ′) pAl is gained by comparing the p, q-weights of ∪mi=1Ai,n and ∪mi=1Ai,n+1. Then, we will show that a
factor of q−T pm+T is gained by comparing the p, q-weight of rows ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm inR4,n andR4,n+1.
First, note that if any of the T − T ′ rooks of Pσ ∩ BC are in Ai,n , then they will p, q-cancel the same number of
cells in both Ai,n and Ai,n+1. Thus, the respective columns in Ai,n and Ai,n+1 containing these rooks will have the
same p, q-weight. Similarly, the p, q-cancellation will be preserved in the T ′ columns of Ai,n and Ai,n+1 containing
the T ′ rooks above row ρ1 in Pσ ∩ BC and Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C respectively. Now let’s consider the p, q-weight of the
columns of Ai,n and Ai,n+1 which contain the rooks in Pσ ∩ B and Pσ,m ∩ B+ respectively.
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Fig. 15. Case 1(a): Here l = 2.
Case 1. Suppose the rbump is weakly below row ρi+1.
Case (a) Suppose the boundary of the board is a vertical segment within rows ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1 as in
Fig. 15. In this case, let l be the number of rooks in Pσ ∩ B involved in the bumping process which lie in
a column to the left of the vertical boundary of the board. We consider separately the cases when l > 0
and l = 0.
First, suppose that l > 0. Then, rbump is among the l rooks. (Fig. 15 illustrates this case with l = 2.)
Notice that in Ai,n , each of the l rooks will p, q-cancel all of the cells above it in BC . In addition, there
may be some rooks in Pσ ∩ B to the left of rbump and to the right of the column cD which are not involved
in the bumping process. It is easy to see that these rooks must also p, q-cancel all of the cells above them
in Ai,n .
Now consider the rooks of Pσ ∩ B in Ai,n to the right of the vertical boundary. Clearly, those rooks
above ρi will p, q-cancel all of the cells below them in Ai,n while in each of the columns containing
the rooks below ρi+1, there will be Ai,r uncancelled cells to the left of some rook and Ai,l + (T − T ′)i
uncanceled cells to the right of some rook in Ai,n . Now consider the cancellation in Ai,n+1 after the
bumping process. As Fig. 15 illustrates, the rook rbump no longer p, q-cancels the cells above it inAi,n+1.
Moreover, those rooks in Pσ,m ∩ B+ which are not involved in the bumping process will still p, q-cancel
those cells above them inAi,n+1. Let rleft be the leftmost rook in B that lies in a column to the right of the
vertical boundary of B that is involved in the bumping process. Since l > 0, rleft must be weakly below
row ρi+1 in Bn and must bump to a column in Bn+1 whose height must be no higher than row ρi+1. As
such, rleft will p, q-cancel the cells above it in Ai,n+1. Consider the cancellation of the remaining rooks
involved in the bumping process as shifting to the left with the bumped rook. In doing this, it is easy to see
that the cancellation status of these rooks will remain the same. Finally, we note that rnew will not p, q-
cancel the cells below it inAi,n+1. Thus, we gain Ai,r + (T − T ′)i and Ai,l uncancelled cells respectively
to the left and right of some rook in rows ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1 ofR4,n+1.
In the case when l = 0, all of the rooks within B involved in the bumping process are to the right of
the vertical boundary of the board as illustrated in Fig. 16. In our previous notation rbump and rleft now
describe the same rook. Again, there may be rooks in Ai,n that are not involved in the bumping process.
As before, each such rook will p, q-cancel the cells above them in Ai,n . Therefore, the total number of
uncancelled cells in Ai,n that are to the right of some rook is again nb ×
(
Ai,l + (T − T ′)i
)
and the total
number of uncancelled cells in Ai,n that are to the left of some rook is nb × Ai,r .
Since rbump is assumed to be weakly below ρi+1, it does not p, q-cancel the cells above it in Ai,n .
When it is bumped to (B+)C , rbump still does not p, q-cancel the cells above it in Ai,n+1. Further note
that the p, q-cancellation status of the remainder of the bumped and unbumped rooks of stays the same. In
addition, rnew will not p, q-cancel the cells below it in Ai,n+1. Again, as a result of the bumping process,
we gain Ai,r + (T − T ′)i and Ai,l uncancelled cells respectively to the left and right of some rook in rows
ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1 ofR4,n+1.
Case (b) Suppose the boundary of B consists of at least one horizontal segment within rows ρi+1 +
1, . . . , ρi − 1. An example of such a board is given in Fig. 17. In this case, there are at least two
vertical boundaries of the board in these rows. We will call the boundary that crosses ρi the upper vertical
boundary and the boundary that crosses ρi+1 the lower vertical boundary. Since B is a Ferrers board, the
upper vertical boundary must be strictly to the right of the lower vertical boundary.
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Fig. 16. Case 1(a): l = 0.
Fig. 17. Case 1(b): rbump is weakly below row ρi+1, boundary of B consists of at least one horizontal segment within within rows ρi+1 +
1, . . . , ρi − 1. Special case: l1 = 2, l2 = 1.
Let rup be the leftmost rook in Pσ ∩ B to the right of the upper vertical boundary and let rlow be the
leftmost rook in Pσ ∩B to the right of the lower vertical boundary. Let l1 be the number of rooks in Pσ ∩B
weakly to the right of rbump and strictly to the left of rlow and let l2 be the number of rooks in Pσ ∩ B
weakly to the right of rlow and strictly to the left of rup. Observe that each of the l2 latter rooks must be
weakly below ρi+1.
When l1 = l2 = 0, rbump = rlow = rup. That is, rbump must be weakly below ρi+1 and is the leftmost
rook to the right of the upper vertical boundary. It is obvious in this case that rbump will not p, q-cancel the
cells above it in either Ai,n or Ai,n+1. Moreover, the cancellation status of the remainder of the bumped
rooks stays the same fromAi,n toAi,n+1 while rnew will not p, q-cancel the cells below it inAi,n+1. Thus
we gain Ai,r + (T − T ′)i and Ai,l uncancelled cells respectively to the left and right of some rook in rows
ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1 ofRn+1.
Next, suppose that l2 = 0 and l1 > 0. It is easy to see that the argument is the same as that in Case 1(a)
with l > 0.
Now suppose that l2 > 0. As indicated in Fig. 17, rup must be weakly below ρi+1 since rup is different
from rlow. Thus, rup does not p, q-cancel any of the cells above it inAi,n . Note also that rbump p, q-cancels
the cells above it in Ai,n . However, in the case when l1 = 0, rbump = rlow and could partially p, q-cancel
the cells above it in Ai,n .
Now consider the p, q-cancellation in Ai,n+1 after the bumping process. Because rbump is moved into
a row weakly below ρi+1 in (B+)C , it will not p, q-cancel any of the cells above it in Ai,n+1. Again, any
rook in Pσ,m ∩ B+ that is not involved in the bumping process will maintain its p, q-cancellation above it
in Ai,n+1. In addition, the p, q-cancellation in the l1 + l2 columns of Bn+1 containing the bumped rooks
between cbump + 1 and the upper vertical boundary is clearly maintained by the rooks bumped from the
right. Next, consider the p, q-cancellation of each of the rooks to the right of rup as bumping to the left
with the rook. In doing this, we have lost the uncancelled column of cells above the rook rup, but as in case
(a), rnew will not p, q-cancel the cells below it in Ai,n+1. So the net gain of uncancelled cells in Ai,n+1 is
Ai,r + (T − T ′)i and Ai,l respectively to the left and right of some rook.
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Fig. 18. Case 2(a): rbump is weakly above row ρi and boundary of B is a vertical segment within rows ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1.
Fig. 19. Case 2(b): rbump is weakly above row ρi and boundary of B consists of at least one horizontal segment within rows ρi+1+ 1, . . . , ρi − 1.
Case 2. Suppose rbump is weakly above row ρi . Since the T − T ′ rooks in Pσ ∩ BC and Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C are contained
in rows strictly above ρbump, it follows that (T − T ′)i = 0 in Case 2.
Case (a) Suppose the boundary of the board is a vertical segment within rows ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1. For
example, consider the board in Fig. 18. As the figure illustrates, rbump p, q-cancels all of the cells below
it in Ai,n as well as in Ai,n+1. As in Case 1, each rook in Pσ ∩ B that is to the left of column cbump and
not involved in the bumping process will p, q-cancel all of the cells above it in both Ai,n and Ai,n+1.
Further, we see that the p, q-cancellation of the rest of the rooks in Pσ ∩ B moves to the left with the
bumped rooks. Finally, rnew will not p, q-cancel the cells below it in Ai,n+1. So, as before, we gain Ai,r
uncancelled cells to the left of some rook and Ai,l uncancelled cells to the right of some rook.
Case (b) Suppose the boundary of the board consists of at least one horizontal segment within rows
ρi+1 + 1, . . . , ρi − 1 as seen in Fig. 19. The only difference between this and Case 2(a) is that bcD may
be greater than ρi+1. However, as Fig. 19 illustrates, the cells below rbump in column cD + 1 of Ai,n+1
are p, q-cancelled while the p, q-cancellation is maintained above the rooks in the columns strictly to the
left of cbump and cbump + 1 of Ai,n and Ai,n+1 respectively. As usual, we find that the p, q-cancellation
of remaining bumped rooks moves to the left with the bumped rooks. Thus, as in Case 2(a), Ai,r and Ai,l
uncancelled cells respectively to the left and to the right of some rook are gained below rnew.
We have seen that in each case, a factor of q Ai,r+(T−T ′)i pAi,l is gained from Ai,n+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m. To
complete the proof, we compare the portions of rows ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm that lie in R4,n and R4,n+1. First, we consider
the cells at the intersection of rows ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm and the T columns which contain the unbumped rooks in both
Pσ ∩ BC and Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C . In particular, with respect to the notations of the beginning of Section 5.2, suppose that
the rook ri in (αi , βi ) bumps the rook ri−1 in (αi−1, βi−1). Clearly αi > αi−1. Assume without loss of generality that
βi > βi−1. WithinR4,n , the uncancelled cells (αi−1 + 1, βi ), . . . , (αi − 1, βi ) lie to the left of ri and the uncancelled
cells (αi−1+1, βi−1), . . . , (αi −1, βi−1) lie to the right of ri−1. However, inR4,n+1, all of the respective uncancelled
cells (αi−1 + 2, βi ), . . . , (αi , βi ), (αi−1 + 2, βi−1), . . . , (αi , βi−1) lie to the right of some rook in Pσ,m ∩ B+. Thus,
a factor of pT q−T is gained from these cells.
Next, consider the cells at the intersection of rows ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm of R4,n and R4,n+1 and the columns not
containing the T rooks in Pσ ∩ BC and Pσ,m ∩ (B+)C respectively. We will use Bn and Bn+1 to denote these
collections of cells withinR4,n andR4,n+1 respectively (see Fig. 20(a) and (b)). Clearly, in the compressed board Bn
(and hence B), none of the rooks to the right of rbump are in cells along a vertical boundary of the board (otherwise,
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Fig. 20. Compressed board Bn and Bn+1.
they would be bumped out of the board). So if rbump is in row ρbump, then each of the m − ρbump cells along a vertical
boundary of Bn (and hence B) will be uncanceled and to the left of some rook. However, within Bn+1, we lose these
uncancelled cells in the boundary but gain them back in the m − ρbump uncancelled cells above rbump now in column
cD+1. Further, we see that if (i, j) is an uncancelled cell not along the vertical boundary of B, then its respective cell
(i + 1, j) within Bn+1 will also be uncanceled with the same p, q-weight. Moreover, we find that each of the cells
(cstart+ 1, ρ1), (cstart+ 1, ρ2), . . . , (cstart+ 1, ρm) in Bn+1 are below rnew and hence uncancelled. Since each of these
m cells are to the right of a rook, a factor of pm is gained. Thus Claim 4 is proved. 
In summary, we have just shown that for any placement Pσ ∈ Hk+1,n(B), in applying the bumping algorithm to
the mth rook from the left in Pσ ∩ B, the p, q-weight of the resulting placement Pσ,m ∈ Hk,n+1(B+) is
p(n−k−1−D−T )+(D+m+T )+RB (P) qD+(n−m−D+1)+LB (P) = pRB (P)+n−k+m−1 qLB (P)+n−m+1. 
Theorem 10. Let B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn be a Ferrers board and let B+ = F(0, b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn+1. Then for
each integer 0 ≤ k ≤ n + 1,
h˜k,n+1(B+, p, q) = [n − k + 1]p,q h˜k,n(B, p, q)+ (pq)n−k[k + 1]p,q h˜k+1,n(B, p, q). (19)
Proof. As noted in the description of the switching algorithm, each Pσ ∈ Hk,n(B) yields n−k+1 distinct placements
P+,1σ , . . . ,P+,n−k+1σ ∈ Hk,n+1(B+). In addition, we found that the total p, q-weight of these placements was
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ )[n − k + 1]p,q .
Summing over all placements Pσ ∈ Hk,n(B) yields the first term in (19).
It is not difficult to see that the bumping process is completely reversible and that each placement Pσ ∈ Hk+1,n(B)
yields k+1 distinct placements Pσ,1, . . . ,Pσ,k+1 ∈ Hk,n+1(B+). Furthermore, since the bumping process is reversible,
no two Pσ1 , Pσ2 ∈ Hk+1,n(B) for which σ1 6= σ2 could possibly yield the same placement in Hk,n+1(B+) as a result
of the bumping algorithm applied to any of the k + 1 rooks in Pσ1 ∩ B or Pσ2 ∩ B. Therefore, to obtain the second
term in the recursion, we sum over all of the placements in Hk+1,n(B), and apply the bumping algorithm to each of
the k + 1 rooks in Pσ ∩ B. By Theorem 9,
k+1∑
m=1
∑
P∈Hk+1,n(B)
pRB (P)+n−k+m−1 qLB (P)+n−m+1 = (pq)n−k
k+1∑
m=1
∑
P∈Hk+1,n(B)
pRB (P)+m−1 qLB (P)+k+1−m
= (pq)n−k
k+1∑
m=1
pm−1 qk+1−m
∑
P∈Hk+1,n(B)
pRB (P) qLB (P)
= (pq)n−k [k + 1]p,q h˜k+1,n(B, p, q).
Finally, we note that each placement Pσ ∈ Hk,n+1(B+) can be obtained from exactly one of the switching or
bumping algorithms just described. If in reversing the switching algorithm, the rook in row n + 1 ends in the first
column with all rook switches occurring outside the board, then obviously Pσ was obtained from a placement in
Hk,n(B). If not, then at some point in the reverse-switching, some rook outside the board will bump into the board.
This is exactly the rook rbump that is described in the bumping algorithm. Thus in this case, Pσ must have been
obtained from some placement in Hk+1,n(B). 
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We now state and prove the main theorem in this section.
Theorem 11. If B is a Ferrers board, then for each integer k,
hk,n(B, p, q) = h˜k,n(B, p, q).
Proof. We argue by induction on the size of the board. Lemma 5 shows that the theorem is true for any empty board.
Let B = F(b1, . . . , bn) be a Ferrers board in Bn of size N ≥ 1 with m ≥ 1 columns of nonzero height and assume
that the theorem is true for boards of size less than N with any number of columns.
(1) Suppose that m = n. That is, bi ≥ 1 for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then B can be obtained from the Ferrers board
F(b1 − 1, . . . , bn − 1) ⊆ Bn of size N − n by the RAISE operation. That is, B = F(b1 − 1, . . . , bn − 1) ↑. By
the inductive hypothesis, hk,n(F(b1− 1, . . . , bn − 1), p, q) = h˜k,n(F(b1− 1, . . . , bn − 1), p, q) for each integer
k. Therefore, by (7) and (17),
hk,n(B, p, q) = hk−1,n(F(b1 − 1, . . . , bn − 1), p, q)
= h˜k−1,n(F(b1 − 1, . . . , bn − 1), p, q) = h˜k,n(B, p, q),
for each integer k.
(2) Suppose that m < n.
(a) When bn = n, B = ←−−−−−−−−−−−−F(0, b1, . . . , bn−1). That is, B can be obtained from the Ferrers board
F(0, b1, . . . , bn−1) ⊆ Bn of size N − n by the SHIFT operation. By the inductive hypothesis,
hk,n (F (0, b1, . . . , bn−1)) = h˜k,n(F(0, b1, . . . , bn−1), p, q) for each integer k. Therefore, by (8) and (19),
hk,n(B, p, q) = hk−1,n(F(0, b1, . . . , bn−1), p, q)
= h˜k−1,n(F(0, b1, . . . , bn−1), p, q) = h˜k,n(B, p, q),
for each integer k.
(b) If 0 < bn < n, then let M = max{m, bn}. It follows that B can be obtained from the Ferrers board
F(bn−M+1, . . . , bn) ⊆ BM of size N through a sequence of M ADD operations. By cases 1 and 2(a),
hk,M (F(bn−M+1, . . . , bn), p, q) = h˜k,M (F(bn−M+1, . . . , bn), p, q) for each integer k. Hence, from this and
recursions (8) and (19), it follows that hk,n(B, p, q) = h˜k,n(B, p, q) for each integer k. 
6. Additional comments
6.1. The FLIP operation
In addition to RAISE and ADD, Garsia and Remmel [6] used the FLIP operation which replaces a Ferrers board
B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn by its conjugate, B∗ = F(b∗1, . . . , b∗n) ⊆ Bn where b∗i = |{ j : b j ≥ n+ 1− i}|, to generate
each Ferrers board from an empty board. Here, we show that the same FLIP operation preserves the nonnegativity
of the coefficients of the p, q-hit polynomial (as in the p = 1 case) and we give the p, q-analogue of the recursion
obtained from this operation.
Theorem 12. If B = F(b1, . . . , bn) ⊆ Bn is a Ferrers board, then
n∑
k=0
rk,n(B, p, q)[n − k]p,q !p
(
k+1
2
)
+k(n−k) n∏
l=n−k+1
(x − ql pn−l)
=
n∑
k=0
rk,n(B
∗, p, q)[n − k]p,q !p
(
k+1
2
)
+k(n−k) n∏
l=n−k+1
(x − ql pn−l). (20)
Proof. As in the p = 1 case, the reflection about the main diagonal extending from the northwest corner to the
southeast corner sends a nonattacking rook configuration in B to one in B∗. Let’s consider the effects of conjugation
on the p, q-count of a given placement P ∈ Rk,n(B). It is easy to see that the q-count is preserved in the conjugation
of B. In particular, if a cell (i, j) ∈ B has weight q and is in a column with no rook, then the cell (n− j+1, n− i+1)
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Fig. 21. The FLIP operation on boards.
is neither to the right nor below a rook in B∗. Additionally, if (i, j) ∈ B has weight q and lies above the rook in
column i , then (n − j + 1, n − i + 1) ∈ B∗ will be to the left of the rook in row n − i + 1 with no rooks above.
To see that the p-count is also preserved in conjugation, let the rooks of P reading from bottom to top be r1, . . . , rk .
Suppose that the rook rλ ∈ P is in the cell (iλ, jλ) for 1 ≤ λ ≤ k and that there are Uλ, Vλ, and k − λ− Vλ, rooks of
P in B respectively to the southwest, southeast and northeast of rλ as illustrated in Fig. 21.
Since there are jλ − 1 − Uλ uncancelled cells in column iλ below rλ, the p-count from rλ in B is p jλ−1−Uλ−iλ .
Likewise, the p-count from the rook r∗λ in the cell (n− jλ+ 1, n− iλ+ 1) of B∗ is p(n−iλ+1)−1−(k−λ−Vλ)−(n− jλ+1) =
p jλ−iλ−k+λ+Vλ−1. Therefore,
k∏
λ=1
p jλ−1−Uλ−iλ = p
(
k∑
λ=1
( jλ−Uλ−iλ)−k
)
.
Furthermore,
k∏
λ=1
p jλ−iλ−k+λ+Vλ−1 = p
(
k∑
λ=1
( jλ+Vλ−iλ)−k2+
(
k+1
2
)
−k
)
= p
(
k∑
λ=1
( jλ−iλ)−
(
k+1
2
)
+
k∑
λ=1
Vλ
)
. (21)
Next observe that
∑k
λ=1(Vλ + Uλ) =
(
k
2
)
since the λth highest rook on the board contributes λ − 1 to the sum. A
rearrangement of terms yields the equality
∑k
λ=1 Vλ −
(
k+1
2
)
= −
(∑k
λ=1 Uλ + k
)
. Thus, (21) becomes
p
(
k∑
λ=1
( jλ−Uλ−iλ)−k
)
,
proving the claim. 
Corollary 13. If B ⊆ Bn is a Ferrers board, then for each integer k,
hk,n(B, p, q) = hk,n(B∗, p, q).
Proof. This follows immediately from (5) and (20) by taking the coefficients of xk in (20). 
By combining Theorem 11 and Corollary 13, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 14. If B ⊆ Bn is a Ferrers board, then for each integer k,
h˜k,n(B, p, q) = h˜k,n(B∗, p, q).
While the obvious map of reflecting σ ∈ Sn about the northwest-southeast diagonal does not necessarily preserve
the p, q-weight of a placement (see Fig. 22), there should be a direct bijective proof of Corollary 14. We leave this as
an open problem for the reader.
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Fig. 22. An example for which pRB∗ (P∗)qLB∗ (P∗) 6= pRB (P)qLB (P).
6.2. No Extension of Dworkin’s Proof for Theorem 11
In [5], Dworkin showed that the q-hit numbers, hk,n(B, q) defined for any board B ⊆ Bn by
n∑
k=0
hk,n(B, q)x
k =
n∑
k=0
rn−k,n(B, q)[k]!
n∏
i=k+1
(x − q i )
are polynomials in q with nonnegative integer coefficients when B is a skyline board. Namely, he showed that
hk,n(B, q) =
∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B)
qξB (Pσ ) (22)
where the statistic ξ was defined in Section 1. To obtain this result, he first proved that the statistic ξ is invariant under
column permutations of a skyline board and then showed that hk,n(B, q) and
∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B) q
ξB (Pσ ) satisfy the same
recursion. In particular, he proved the following theorems:
Theorem 15 ([5], Theorem 6.11). If e is an upper left corner of a board B ⊆ Bn , then for all i ∈ [0, n], and for all
positive integers n,
hi,n(B, q) = qhi,n(B/e, q)+ hi−1,n(B/e, q)− qnhi,n(B/e, q),
hi,n(En, q) = [n]q !χ(i = 0), (23)
where B/e ⊆ Bn denotes the board obtained from B by removing the cell e, and B/e ⊆ Bn denotes the board
obtained by removing the row and column containing e and relabelling if necessary.
Theorem 16 ([5], Theorem 7.13). Let B be a skyline board, and let B ′ be any column permutation of B. Then∑
σ∈Sn
qξ(σ,B)xh(σ,B) =
∑
σ∈B′
qξ(σ,B
′)xh(σ,B
′),
where ξ(σ, B) denotes the number of uncancelled cells in B − Pσ , and h(σ, B) = |{Pσ ∩ B}|.
With the assumption that for nonempty boards, the upper left corner e lies in the first column of Bn , Dworkin
concluded as a direct result of Theorem 16 that
∑
Pσ∈Hk,n(B) q
ξB (Pσ ) satisfies the recursion with initial condition given
in (23).
By showing that the joint distribution of the statistics R and L is invariant under column permutations of the board,
we successfully extended Theorem 16 in Theorem 6. However, because we found skyline boards B which were not
Ferrers for which hk,n(B, p, q) had negative integer coefficients, we were forced to employ completely different
methods than Dworkin to prove Theorem 11. For instance, consider the skyline board B = F(2, 0, 3) illustrated in
Fig. 23. One can check from (5) that
3∑
k=0
hk,3(F(2, 0, 3), p, q) =
(
p(−q5 + 2q4)+ 2p2(q3 − q4)+ p3(q2 − q3)+ q5
)
x
+ (pq2 + 2p2q + p3)x2.
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Fig. 23. p, q-Rook numbers for the skyline board B(2, 0, 3).
6.3. A few properties of the p, q-hit numbers
In light of Corollaries 1–3, and Lemma 4, it follows that the p, q-hit numbers are symmetrical in p and q . We
also note from the recursions given in (6) and (7) with initial conditions h0,n(En, p, q) = [n]p,q !, that the Mahonian
property holds for boards of the form F(0n1 , nn2) and F(bn), where n1 and n2 partition n and where 0 ≤ b ≤ n. That
is,
Corollary 17. If B is a rectangular board in Bn with b columns of height n or n columns of height b, where 0 ≤ b ≤ n,
then ∑
σ∈Sn
pRB (Pσ )qLB (Pσ ) = [n]p,q !.
Finally, we note that the Mahonian property does not hold for all boards in general. For example, consider the
staircase board, F(1, 2, 3) ⊆ B3. One can easily compute∑
σ∈S3
pRF(1,2,3)(Pσ )qLF(1,2,3)(Pσ ) = 0+ q3 p3 + 2qp2 + 2q2 p + 1 6= [3]p,q !.
6.4. Final comments
As mentioned in Section 1, Haglund [9] also gave an interpretation of the q-hit number using connections between
q-rook polynomials and matrices over finite fields. It would be interesting to see if there is a natural extension of
Haglund’s statistic matB for the p, q-hit numbers defined by (5) that would extend the results given in this paper.
It is also natural to wonder if the results in this paper can be used to extend the interpretations of the q-hit numbers
to that of the p, q-hit numbers in the various rook theoretic models that have been studied recently (see [10,4,11,12,7,
3,16]). In [3], the author and Remmel defined a model in which rook placements are associated with the partial signed
permutations in Cm o Sn , the wreath product of the cyclic group Cm with the symmetrical group Sn . By replacing the
n rows of Bn by n levels, each consisting of m rows, they combinatorially prove an analogue of the p, q-Frobenius
formula [2] from which a natural definition of the analogue of the p, q-hit numbers is given. The author and Remmel
further show that the analogue of the p, q-hit numbers have nonnegative integer coefficients for the analogue of the
Ferrers board. It still remains to be determined if a combinatorial interpretation of the p, q-hit numbers from the
wreath product model can be realized using the ideas from this paper.
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